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Deprived of his sight at an early age, Wolf-
gang Fasser turns to his ears for access to 
a world he once feared would be closed off 
forever. Awed by the restorative powers of 
sound, Fasser established a physical ther-
apy retreat for disabled children where they 
use music and noise to communicate with 
others and gain control of their own bodies.

As they embrace the physicality of sonic vibrations, the children’s bodies 
slowly begin to move in harmony with the world around them: waves of 
sound enliven the comatose and soothe the anguished.

This film is a sensorial treat. Images of the remote Italian countryside and 
mesmerizing sound design offer something profound; In the Garden of 
Sounds is very nearly tactile, drawing us into an experience where sound, 
vision,and touch become one. [from Full Frame Documentary Film Festival]

“An Acoustic And visuAl experience
in A clAss of its own.”

SwiSS NatioNal Public Radio

“this debut feature on the healing powers of ‘aural
therapy’ is a cinematic and sonic achievement,

blending artful cameracraft with intricate
soundscapes. with quiet reverence, it allows

audiences to witness a remarkable journey into
new sensory worlds, as children are given an

indispensable key to improve their daily lives.”
MiNNeaPoliS-SaiNt Paul iNteRNatioNal FilM FeStival

“A touching, poetic exploration of the 
relationship between mind, body and sound, 

‘in the Garden of sounds’ is a cinematic
journey to the borders of communication.”

Reykjavik iNteRNatioNal FilM FeStival

nOW AVAILABLe On DVD

a mother’s courage:
talking back to autism
Narrated by Oscar® winner Kate Winslet, this inspiring film follows one woman’s quest to unlock her 
autistic son’s mind. Margret, whose ten-year-old son Keli is severely autistic, has tried a number of 
treatments to help her son. Consumed by an unquenchable thirst for knowledge about this mysterious 
and complex condition, she travels from her home in Iceland to the United States and Europe, meeting 
with top autism experts and advocates, including:

	 •	Dr.	Temple	Grandin,	best-selling	author	and	autism	advocate	
	 •	Dr.	David	G.	Amaral,	Research	Director,	MIND	Institute	
	 •	Dr.	Simon	Baron-Cohen,	Director,	Autism	Research	Centre	at	the	University	of	Cambridge	
	 •	Dr.	Geraldine	Dawson,	Chief	Science	Officer,	Autism	Speaks	
	 •	Soma	Mukhopadhyay,	who	developed	the	Rapid	Prompting	Method	to	teach	her	autistic	son
	 •	Portia	Iverson	and	Jonathan	Shestack,	founders	of	Cure	Autism	Now
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